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Abstract
Compression based pattern mining has been successfully applied to many data mining tasks. We propose
an approach based on the minimum description length
principle to extract sequential patterns that compress a
database of sequences well. We show that mining compressing patterns is NP-Hard and belongs to the class
of inapproximable problems. We propose two heuristic
algorithms to mining compressing patterns. The first
uses a two-phase approach similar to Krimp for itemset data. To overcome performance with the required
candidate generation we propose GoKrimp, an effective
greedy algorithm that directly mines compressing patterns. We conduct an empirical study on six real-life
datasets to compare the proposed algorithms by run
time, compressibility, and classification accuracy using
the patterns found as features for SVM classifiers.
1

Introduction

In order to solve the redundancy problem, we have
to find alternative interestingness measures rather than
continuing to rely on frequency alone. For itemset data,
an interesting approach has been proposed recently.
The Krimp algorithm mines patterns that compress
the data well [1] using the minimum description length
(MDL) principle [10]. This approach has been shown
to reduce redundancy and generate patterns that are
useful for classification [1], components identifying [3]
and change detection [4].
The success of the Krimp algorithm [1-4] on itemset
data calls for greater effort on theoretical, algorithmic
and empirical aspects of MDL-based algorithms not
only for itemset data but also for the other popular
types of data such as sequence and graph data.
However, the key issue in designing an MDL-based
algorithm for sequence data is the encoding scheme
that determines how a sequence is compressed given
some patterns. In contrast to itemsets we need to
consider the ordering of elements in a sequence and need
to able to deal with gaps, overlapping, and repeating
patterns; all properties not present in itemset data. This
paper proposes MDL-based algorithms for sequence
data. Although our solutions are inspired by Krimp,
the bonus contributions of the work are as follows:

Mining frequent sequential patterns from a sequence
database is an important data mining problem which
has been attracting researchers for more than a decade.
Dozens of algorithms are proposed to find sequential
patterns effectively [12]. However, relatively few researchers have addressed the problem of reducing redundancy, ranking patterns by interestingness, or using
1. We propose an encoding scheme for sequence data.
the patterns for solving further data mining problems.
Redundancy is a well known problem in sequential
pattern mining. Let us consider the Pioneer dataset Table 1: 10 most frequent closed patterns in Pioneer
which contains sequences of a robot’s actions when it is dataset
moving around. Table 1 shows the 10 most frequent
Frequency
Patterns
closed sequential patterns in order of decreasing fre125
RobotLow− , RobotHigh+ , RobotHigh−
quency. This set of patterns is clearly very redundant.
124
RobotLow− , RobotHigh+ , RobotHigh− ,RobotLow+
123
R-Wheel Medium− , RobotHigh−
The first and the second patterns are almost identical,
123
L-Wheel Medium− , RobotHigh−
and patterns in positions 3 through 10 are also very
122
R-Wheel Medium− ,R-Wheel Medium+, RobotLow+
122
R-Wheel Medium− , L-Wheel Medium+ , RobotLow+
similar. A significant negative consequence of such re122
R-Wheel Medium− , RobotHigh− , RobotLow+
dundancy is that a huge number of patterns are sent
122
L-Wheel Medium− , R-Wheel Medium+ , RobotLow+
to the users although only a few of them are actually
122
L-Wheel Medium− , L-Wheel Medium+, RobotLow+
122
L-Wheel Medium− , RobotHigh− , RobotLow+
interesting or novel.

2. We discuss the complexity of mining compressing
patterns from sequence database. The main result
shows that this problem is NP-hard and belongs to
the class of inapproximable problems.
3. We propose SeqKrimp, a two-phase candidatebased algorithm for mining compressing patterns
inspired by the original Krimp algorithm.

contains a lot of redundancy. Many patterns are highly
overlapping and uninteresting. Reducing the number
of uninteresting patterns is an active and emerging research area [8]. The proposed solutions can be grouped
into three main categories: statistical approaches such
as hypothesis testing [19, 22], information-theoretic approaches [6, 7] and MDL-based approaches [1]. This
work focuses on the latter direction. Let us start explaining the MDL principle in the following definition:

4. We propose GoKrimp, an efficient algorithms that
avoids the expensive candidate generation phase
Definition 3. (Hypothesis) A hypothesis H is a set
and directly mines compressing patterns from the
of subsequences {P1 , P2 , · · · , Ph }.
data. GoKrimp is shown to find compression
patterns of similar quality to SeqKrimp while being
Let LC (H) be the description length of hypothesis
orders of magnitude faster.
H and LC (D|H) be the description length of data D
when encoded with the help of the hypothesis and
5. We perform an empirical study with real-life data
an encoding scheme C. For brevity, we will omit C
to compare different sets of patterns when they are
when the encoding scheme is clear from the context.
using as attributes for classification tasks
Informally, the MDL principle states that the best
hypothesis always compresses the data most. Therefore,
2 Preliminaries
a two-part version of the MDL principle suggests that
2.1 Sequential Pattern Mining Let S
= we should look for hypothesis H and the encoding
(e1 , t(e1 )), (e2 , t(e2 )), · · · , (en , t(en ) denote a sequence scheme C such that L (D) = L (H) + L (D|H) is
C
C
C
of events, where ei ∈ Σ is an event identifier from the minimized.
alphabet Σ and t(ei ) is timestamp of event ei . Given
The MDL principle is very general and flexible. A
a sequence P , we say that S matches P if P is a central question in designing an MDL-based algorithm
subsequence of S. There might be a lot of instances is: how can we encode data given a hypothesis? The anof P in S, however, in a very long sequence only swer to this question is left to the algorithm’s designers.
those contained completely in windows of size W are Depending on which problem and which dataset they
considered. Two instances of P in S are overlapping if are working on, different data encoding schemes could
they share a common event.
be used. In this work, we propose a novel encoding
Let D = {S1 , S2 , · · · , Sn } be a database of se- scheme for sequence data.
quences. The number of sequences in the database
matching P is the support fP of the given sequence. 2.3 Pattern Mining and Data Compression
The frequent sequential pattern mining problem is de- There is straightforward connection from data compresfined as follows:
sion to pattern mining. Data compression looks for regularities in data and uses them to compress the data.
Definition 1. (Frequent Mining) Given a seThese regularities usually correspond to important patquence database D, a window size constraint condition
terns in data. For example, a data compression algoand a minimum support value minsup, find all the serithm may discover that, most of the time, an event a is
quences of events (patterns) P such that fP ≥ minsup.
followed by event b. This regularity could be an important
pattern in the data which could also be discovered
A pattern P is called closed if it is frequent and
by
frequent
pattern mining.
there doesn’t exist another sequence Q such that fP =
However,
there are also important differences befQ and P ⊂ Q. The problem of mining all closed
tween
pattern
mining
and data compression. Data comfrequent patterns is formulated as follows:
pression looks for any type of regularity with the only
Definition 2. (Closed Mining) Given a database of goal of reducing the size of the representation. Not all
sequences D, a window size constraint condition and of the regularities in the data utilized for compression
a minimum support value minsup, find all patterns P are necessarily interesting from a data mining point of
view. For example, the Huffman coding [18] encodes
such that fP ≥ minsup and P is closed.
individual character by a bit string with the length pro2.2 Minimum Description Length Principle Al- portional to the entropy of the given character. This
though the set of closed sequential patterns is typically entropy-encoding scheme is optimal for data generated
much smaller than the set of all frequent patterns, it still by independent character generation sources. However,

Table 2: A database and a dictionary
Data D
S1 =(a,1)(c,3)(a,4)(b,7)(c,8)(b,9)
S2 = (c,2)(a,4)(b,5)(c,6)(a,7)(b,8)

Dictionary H
1: ab
2: cab

that patterns p11 and p12 overlap in time with each other
and with (c, 8).
Definition 4. (Dictionary Encoding) A
dictionary encoding of a sequence S consists of single events
with timestamps and of codebook pointers. A pointer
consists of two parts: a reference to the codeword (a
subsequence of S it replaces) and the timestamps of the
events in the replaced subsequence.

it does not uncover any sequential structure in the data
- which is our primary goal. Hence we have to design a
compression approach that exploits existing sequential
At first, it may seem that we are not doing a great
structure for compression.
job here in compressing the data because of all the bookkeeping needed to ensure accurate decoding. In partic3 Problem Definitions
ular for sequences of events not associated with timesThe most important aspect of designing an MDL-based tamps such as DNA sequences or text we may incur
algorithm is choosing an appropriate encoding scheme. extra cost for encoding the ordering information. This
We start this section by explaining how to encode the may lead to a surprising situation where the compressed
data is larger than the uncompressed data. This is disdata given a hypothesis.
concerting from perspective of pure data compression,
3.1 Dictionary-based Encoding Before discussing but not from perspective of pattern mining purposes,
our encoding for sequence data we revisit the encod- because the aim is not to compress the data. Data
ing scheme used in the Krimp algorithm proposed by compression tries to compress data best, meanwhile an
Vreeken et al. [1]. An itemset I is encoded with the help MDL-based pattern mining approach simply evaluates
of itemset patterns by replacing every non-overlapping patterns by how well they compress the data.
Therefore, it is not important if the encoded data
instance of a pattern occurring in I with a pointer to the
pattern in a code table (dictionary). This way an item- is larger or smaller than the original data. It is more
set can be encoded to a more compact representation important that the encoding scheme reflects interestingness of the set of patterns in the sense that the most inand decoded back to the original itemset.
In this paper we use a similar dictionary-based teresting set of patterns must compress the data better
encoding scheme for sequence database. Given a than other sets of patterns. One encoding scheme that
dictionary consisting of sequential patterns H = does not exploit any sequential structure is to simply use
{P1 , P2 , · · · , Pm }, a sequence of events S is encoded by a codebook with all single events. Our encoding scheme
replacing instances of any pattern Pi in S with pointers results in the same overhead, in the form of time-stamp
keeping information, with this codebook as it does with
to dictionary.
An important difference between itemset data and codebooks with longer sequential patterns. So this cost
sequence data is that events in a sequence are ordered does not affect comparison of two codebooks. In fact
(and may even be associated with timestamps). Since we drop this constant cost when calculating the data
sequential patterns can overlap in time with each other description length (see below).
and with single events (not encoded), we need to store
additional information to ensure accurate decoding back 3.2 Data Description Length We have defined an
to the original sequence. Note, that this is in contrast encoding scheme for sequences. The next step is to
with existing compression algorithms for sequence data determine the description length of data under such
such as text. These algorithms typically use frequent encoding. Traditionally the MDL principle suggests
sequences of symbols but they need to be consecutive calculating the description length as the number of
bits, requiring a transformation of the encoded data
and cannot overlap.
As an example, consider dictionary H in table 2. into bit representations. However, bit representation
Using H, sequence S1 can be encoded as S1c = p11 p12 (c, 8), lengths can vary significantly depending on the type of
where every pointer consists of two parts. The first bit encoding, e.g. arithmetic code or any type of prefixpart is the identifier of the corresponding pattern in free codes, introducing undesired dependency on bit
the dictionary and the second part contains information encoding into performance of MDL-based approaches,
about the timestamps of every events. So p11 is a and causing difficulties in theoretical algorithm analysis
replacement of the subsequence ab corresponding to and empirical evaluation.
In this work, we assume that any number or charthe first a and b in S, i.e. p11 = [1|1, 7]. Similarly,
p12 = [2|3, 4, 9] replaces cab in the same manner. Note acter in data has a fixed length bit representation which

requires a unit memory cell. This enables us to avoid
the issue of bit representation. In particular, the description length of a dictionary can be calculated as the
total lengths of the patterns
the number of associPand
m
ated pointers, i.e. L(H) = i=1 |Pi | + |H|.
Besides, the length of the data D when encoded
with the help
H can be calculated as
Pnof dictionary
c
L(D|H) =
|S
|.
For
example,
the description
i
i=1
length of the dictionary in Table 2 is calculated as
L(H) = |ab| + |cab| + |H| = 2 + 3 + 2 = 7. Similarly, the
description length of the the sequence S1 encoded by H
is L(S1 |H) = |p11 | + |p12 | + |(c, 8)| = 3 + 4 + 2 = 9.
Note: For any given dictionary and the data D,
L(D) contains an invariant. The cost of storing the
timestamp information is always constant (proportional
to the number of events in the data) regardless the
size of the dictionary. Therefore, the comparison of
two encoding schemas is independent of the timestamp
information. In other words, an encoding is better than
another if it is able to replace more long and frequent
subsequences by pointers to the dictionary.
3.3 Problem Definition Multiple dictionary encodings can result from replacing subsequences of S with
the patterns in H. Different replacements lead to different description lengths of S. For example, the sequence S1 in Table 2 can be alternatively encoded as
S1c = p11 (c, 3)p21 , (c, 8), where p11 = [1|1, 7], p21 = [1|4, 9].
The description length of the sequence S1 with this replacement is L(S1 |H) = 3 + 2 + 3 + 2 = 10.
Given a dictionary H, denote L∗ (D) = L∗ (H) +
∗
L (D|H) = argmin C {LC (H) + LC (D|H)} as the shortest description length of D when encoded with the help
of dictionary H. The problem of finding compressing
patterns can be formulated as follows:

that finding optimal set of compressing pattern is hard.
Lemma 1. The compressing pattern problem and the
optimal dictionary problem are NP-Hard.
Proof. For brevity, we only prove the NP-hardness of
the former problem by reducing it to the Data Compression by Textual Substitution Problem (DCTS), which is
known to be NP-Hard [25]. DCTS problem looks for
a dictionary and a replacement of strings (subsequences
with consecutive events) in a given sequence S such that
the compression length is minimized. The compression
length is calculated in the same way as we have discussed in subsection 3.2.
We can easily reduce the mining optimal compressing patterns problem to the DCTS problem by setting
the set of candidate C as the set of all possible substrings of the sequence S. In addition to that, the window constraint condition is set such that every instance
of a pattern P in S is completely contained in a window
of size being equal to the size of pattern. In other words,
P is only allowed to match with a substring in S. In
doing so, finding the optimal compressing patterns is as
hard as solving the corresponding instance of the DCTS
problem. This proves the NP-hardness property of the
given problem.
5 Algorithms
Since mining optimal compressing patterns is NP-hard,
we propose two heuristic algorithms inspired by the idea
of the Krimp algorithm. The first one called SeqKrimp
is described in the following subsection.

5.1 SeqKrimp: Krimp Algorithm for Sequence
Database SeqKrimp, described in Algorithm 1, consists of two steps. In the first step, a set of candidate
Definition 5. (Compressing Patterns Problem) patterns is generated by using a traditional frequent
Given a sequence database D, a constraint closed sequential patterns mining algorithm (line 3).
window condition, a set of candidate patterns The second step is a strategy for greedily choosing the
C = {P1 , P2 , ..., Pm }, find an optimal dictionary next pattern to put into the dictionary. This is achieved
H ∗ = argmin H L∗ (H) + L∗ (D|H), where H ∗ ⊂ C.
by calculating the compression size of the data D assuming
that it is encoded by a pattern P ∈ C (lines 6Definition 6. (Optimal Encoding Problem)
8).
Function
CompressionSize, described in Algorithm
Given a sequence database D, a constraint window
2,
returns
the
optimal compression length L∗ (D|P ) of
condition and a dictionary H, find an optimal encoding
data D when encoded with the help of pattern P (line
of the data D with the help of the dictionary H.
7). Subsequently, the most compressing pattern P ∗ is
In order to solve the compressing patterns problem appended into the dictionary (lines 9-10) and removed
we need to find at the same time the optimal dictionary from the set of candidates (line 11). Finally, all the inand the optimal replacement of data D when encoded stances of P ∗ in the data D are replaced by the pointers
with the help of the optimal dictionary.
to P ∗ in the dictionary (line 12). These actions are repeated as long as the dictionary H is not filled up with
4 Complexity Analysis
K distinct patterns.
An important part of SeqKrimp is calculating the
This section discusses the complexity of the mining
compressing patterns problems. The main result states value of L∗ (D|P ), i.e. the optimal compression size

Algorithm 1 SeqKrimp(D, K)
1: Input: Database D and parameter K
2: Output: compressing patterns H
3: C ←− GetCandidate()
4: H ←− {∅}
5: while |H| < K do
6:
for P ∈ C do
7:
L∗ (D|P ) ←− CompressSize(D|P )
8:
end for
9:
P ∗ ←− argmin P (L∗ (D|P ))
10:
H ←− H ∪ {P ∗ }
11:
C ←− C \ {P ∗ }
12:
Replace all instances of P ∗ by its pointers
13: end while
14: Return H
of data D when encoded with the help of pattern P .
This could be done by first looking for the maximum
set of non-overlapping instances of the given pattern
P in each sequence Si of the database. Subsequently,
by replacing each of the maximum non-overlapping
instance with a pointer to the dictionary we obtain an
optimal replacement of P in D.
Let us represent every instance of P in Si as a vertex
in a graph. There is an edge between two vertices if the
corresponding instances are overlapping. The problem
of finding maximum set of non-overlapping instances
turns out to be the classical maximum independent
set problem on graph. This problem for an arbitrary
graph is NP-Hard. However, with the given graph this
problem has an efficient solution, which is linear in the
size of graph and described in algorithm 2.
Let us consider two arbitrary sequences
A = (a1 , t(a1 )), (a2 , t(a2 )), · · · , (ap , t(ap )) and B =
(b1 , t(b1 )), (b2 , t(b2 )), · · · , (bp , t(bp )). We say that A is
earlier than B if there exists a number q(0 < q < p)
such that t(aj ) = t(bj )∀0 < j < q and t(aq ) < t(bq ).
We call an instance of P in a sequence Si the left-most
instance if it is the earliest instance of P in that
sequence. The main idea behind the algorithm to find
the maximum set of non-overlapping instances of P in
S (lines 5-9 Algorithm 2 ) is that it always finds the
most left instance of P in S. Then this instance is
removed from S. This action is repeated until there are
no more instances of P in S.

Algorithm 2 CompressSize(D|P )
1: Input: Database D = {S1 , S2 , · · · , Sn } and pattern
P
2: Output: L∗ (D|P ) optimal compressing size of D
given it is encoded by P
3: c ←− |P | + Σn
i=1 |Si |
4: for Si ∈ D do
5:
while Si has an instance of P do
6:
s ←− the left-most instance of P in Si
7:
Remove s from Si
8:
c = c − |P | + 1
9:
end while
10: end for
11: Return c

non-overlapping instances of P in every sequence Si .
For a given sequence S we claim that there exists a
maximum set of non-overlapping instances of P in S
such that it always contains the left most instance of P .
If this claim is true then the correctness of the lemma
is directly followed.
The main idea of the proof is as follows: assume that
we have a maximum set M of non-overlapping instances
of P but it does not contain the left-most instance of P
in S. Then we can create a new maximum set of nonoverlapping instances of P by either exchanging events
between instances of M or events from outside with
events in M such that the earliest instance of the new
set is strictly earlier than the earliest instance of the
former set. By repeating this action we will finally end
up with a maximum set of non-overlapping instances
including the left-most instance of P in S.
5.2 GoKrimp: Direct Mining Of Compressing
Patterns

5.2.1 Disadvantages of SeqKrimp: SeqKrimp
suffers from two problems. First, it has to generate candidate set before performing a greedy pattern selection
procedure. Hence, performance of SeqKrimp is highly
dependent on the candidate set. One could claim that
the frequent patterns is a good candidate set but another one may also claim that the set of closed patterns
or margin closed is better [15]. As a result, the users
who want to deploy a Krimp-based pattern mining apLemma 2. Algorithm 2 finds the correct optimal com- proach have to choose the candidate set by themselves
pression size L∗ (D|P ) of data D given it is encoded with which is not a trivial task in many applications.
Second, the candidate generation step is usually
the help of pattern P .
very expensive. Even for moderate-size datasets the
Proof. [Sketch] We sketch the main idea of the proof of state-of-the-art algorithms for extracting frequent or
this lemma. The correctness of Algorithm 2 is decided closed patterns from sequence database such as Preby the fact that it correctly finds the maximum set of fixSpan [11] or BIDE algorithm [9, 13] are very time-

Algorithm 3 GoKrimp(D, K)
Algorithm 4 BestCompressing(D)
1: Input: Database D = {S1 , S2 , · · · , Sn } and param1: Input: Database D = {S1 , S2 , · · · , Sn }
eter K
2: Output: P the best compressing pattern
2: Output: H the set of compressing patterns
3: P ←− {∅}
3: H ←− {∅}
4: b ←− 0
4: while |H| < K do
5: while (true) do
5:
P ∗ ←− BestCompressing(D))
6:
e ←− event in D with highest support
6:
H ←− H ∪ {P ∗ }
7:
Append e to P
7:
Delete from D all subsequences replaced by
8:
if CompressSize(D|P )< b then
pointer to P ∗
9:
D ←− D projected to e
8: end while
10:
else
9: return H
11:
Remove e from P iff |P | > 1
12:
break
13:
end if
consuming. Therefore, in this section we propose a very 14: end while
simple, but fast and effective algorithm which looks for 15: return P
compressing patterns directly from the data, without
generating a candidate set. Interestingly, we show that
the given algorithm is closely related to the maximum problem to the maximum tiling problem [16]. Given a
tiling algorithm [16].
database of transactions, each transaction is an itemset,
the maximum tiling problem looks for the itemset with
5.2.2 The most compressing pattern: Recall that largest area, i.e. with the maximum value of f ∗ (P )|P |.
SeqKrimp greedily chooses the best compressing pattern
Let us consider an arbitrary instance of the
among a set of candidates. Can we directly find maximum tiling problem with a database D =
the most compressing pattern without the candidate {T1 , T2 , · · · , Tn }, where each transaction Ti is a subgeneration step?
set of an alphabet Σ = {a1 , a2 , · · · , am }. We create an
∗
Let fD
(P ) be the maximum number of non- instance of the maximum compressing sequential patoverlapping instances of P in D, when D is clear from tern problem as follows. Let S = {S1 , S2 , · · · , Sn } be a
the context we just use f ∗ (P ) without the subscript. database of sequences where each sequence Si is created
The benefit of using the pattern
data D from Ti by ordering items in Ti lexicographically.
PnP to compress
Pn
can be calculated as C ∗ (P ) = i |Si | − i |Sic | − |P | =
Besides, we also add to the alphabet Σ a new
f ∗ (P )|P | − f ∗ (P ) − |P |, where f ∗ (P )|P | is the total size character ♯, different from any existing character in
of the instances of P before compression. Term f ∗ (P ) is Σ. This character is appended to the end of every
due to the number of pointers replacing these instances sequence Si . In addition to that an extra sequence Sn+1
in D and |P | is the cost of storing P in the dictionary. being equal to Σ appended by the extra character ♯ is
For instance, when P = ab, two sequences S1 added to S. It is straightforward to show that the most
and S2 in Table 2 can be encoded using P as follows: compressing sequential pattern of S has the form P ♯,
S1c = p11 (c, 3)p21 (c, 8) and S2c = (c, 2)p31 (c, 6)p41 . The where P is the largest tile of the database D.
benefit of using P to encode D is equal to the difference
between the data size before and after encoding, i.e Lemma 4. Given data D, the problem of finding the
sequential pattern P ∗ such that P ∗ = argmax P C ∗ (P )
24 − 20 − 2 = 2
Therefore, looking for the most compressing pattern is inapproximable.
is equivalent to looking for the pattern with the maxiProof. The maximum tiling problem is equivalent to
mum compression benefit C ∗ (P ) = f ∗ (P )|P | − f ∗ (P ) −
the Maximum Edge Biclique problem [16] which is
|P |). The value of C ∗ (P ) is strongly related to the area
inapproximable [17]. Given an arbitrary instance of the
of pattern P as defined in the work on tiling database
maximum tiling problem, we create a sequence database
[16]. The following lemma shows the hardness of finding
S in the same way as in lemma 3.
the most compressing pattern:
Assume that there is a polynomial algorithm that
can
find
a solution P such that C ∗ (P ) > αC ∗ (P ∗ ♯) (0 <
Lemma 3. Given data D, the problem of finding the
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
sequential pattern P ∗ such that P ∗ = argmax P C ∗ (P ) α < 1) then fS (P ).|P | − fS (P ) − |P | > αfD (P ).|P |.
∗
If P has the form Q♯, then fD (Q).|Q| + 1 >
is NP-Hard.
∗
αfD
(P ∗ ).|P ∗ |, for which, Q approximates the maximum
Proof. We can prove the lemma by reducing the given tile P ∗ with the constant factor α4 .

∗
If P does not contain ♯, then (fD
(P ) + 1).|P | −
∗
∗
∗
> αfD (P ).|P |, for which, P approximates the maximum tile P ∗ with the constant factor α.
Therefore, by approximating the maximum compressing
pattern we obtain an approximation of the maximum
tiling which is in contradiction with the results of [17].
∗
fD
(P ) − |P | − 1

Table 3: Summary of Datatsets
Datasets
aslbu
aslgt
auslan2
pioneer
skating
unix

Events
36500
178494
1800
9766
37186
295008

Sequences
441
3493
200
160
530
11133

Classes
7
40
10
3
7
10

5.2.3 Direct mining of compressing patterns:
GoKrimp, shown in Algorithm 3, directly approximates
the most compressing patterns P ∗ in D (line 5). Subsequently, every instance of P ∗ which was replaced by
Table 4: Running time in seconds
a pointer to the dictionary is removed from D and P ∗
Datasets
BIDE SeqKimp GoKrimp
is included into the set of patterns H (lines 6-7). These
aslbu
260.617
706.071
2.687
actions are repeated until H is filled up with K patterns.
aslgt
379.894
1123.042
22.483
Function BestCompressing(D) in Algorithm 4
auslan2
1.547
1.688
0.265
heuristically returns the best compressing pattern P ∗
unix
192.353
245.82
48.921
from D. This algorithm implements a greedy strategy in
pioneer
121.356
278.147
0.672
skating
422.815
633.651
2.641
which pattern P is extended until no more compression
benefit can be obtained. In particular, BestCompressing starts with an empty pattern P = ∅ (line 3). Subsequently, P is extended with the most frequent event
We use six different real-life datasets introduced
e in D (lines 6-7). If the extension gives compression
in [14] to evaluate the proposed approaches. Each
benefit (line 8) then the original data is updated by its
datasets is composed of a database of symbolic interval
projection to the given event (line 9). If the extension
sequences with class labels. For our experiments the
does not give any compression benefit, function returns.
interval sequences are converted to event sequences by
considering the start and end points of every interval
6 Experiments and Results
as different events. A brief summary of the datasets
This section discusses results of experiments carried out is given in Table 3. All the benchmark datasets are
on real-life datasets. We will compare the set of patterns available for download on request at the website 1 . All
produced by SeqKrimp and GoKrimp algorithms with code was written in Java. Evaluation was done in a 4 x
the set of closed sequential patterns extracted from the 2.4 Ghz, 4 GB of RAM, Fedora 10 / 64-bit station.
data using the BIDE algorithm [9, 13]. BIDE was
chosen because it is the-state-of-the art approach for 6.1 Compressibility We measure the compressibilclosed sequential pattern mining. BIDE is also used ity of the algorithms by using their T op − K patterns as
to generate the set of candidates for SeqKrimp, i.e. a dictionaries for encoding the data. For the SeqKrimp
replacement of the GetCandidate(.) function in line and the GoKrimp algorithms the compression benefits
3 Algorithm 1. We evaluate the proposed approaches could be calculated as the sum of the compression benaccording to the following criteria:
efit returned after each greedy step. For Closed patterns, compression benefit is calculated according to the
1. Run time to measure the scalability of the apgreedy encoding scheme we are using for SeqKrimp. We
proaches.
perform this experiment by fixing minsup to the small2. Compression to measure how well the data is est values in the corresponding experiments shown in
Figure 3. Compression benefits is measured as the numcompressed.
ber of memory cells we save up when encoding the orig3. Classification accuracy to measure the usefulness inal data with the help of the patterns in the dictionary.
All single-event patterns are filtered out as they do not
of a set of patterns.
give any compression benefit.
Compressing patterns may be useful for different data
Figure 1 shows the obtained results in six differmining tasks. We chose classification because a class ent datasets. As we expect, in most of the data sets,
labeling was known for the data at hand. Accuracy SeqKrimp and GoKrimp are able to find better comis evaluated using the sets of patterns as binary fea- pressing patterns than BIDE. Especially, in the large
tures for learning SVM classifiers as commonly done in
1 http://www.timeseriesknowledgemining.org
pattern-based classification.
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Figure 1: Compressibility (higher is better) of three algorithms when minsup is fixed and K is varied. SeqKrim
and GoKrimp outperform BIDE (closed patterns). SeqKrimp is better than GoKrimp when K is small and
becomes worse when K is set higher.
datasets such as aslgt, unix and skating the differences
between SeqKrimp, GoKrimp and BIDE are very significant. Another important property of SeqKrimp algorithm could be observed clearly in Figure 1. That is,
SeqKrimp algorithm gives highly compressing patterns
when K is small. However, when K becomes larger SeqKrimp seems to-be less effective and it is outperformed
by GoKrimp in several datasets including aslbu, aslgt,
pioneer and skating.
6.2 Running Time Running time of each algorithm
is measured by repeating the experiment in subsection
6.1. The running time is not much varied when K is
changed, therefore for brevity, we only show the results
when K is fixed to 20. The experimental result is
illustrated in table 4.
As we can see in this table, algorithm SeqKrimp
is always slower than algorithm BIDE because it needs
an extra procedure to select compressing patterns from
the set of candidates returned by BIDE algorithm.
GoKrimp was named by the observation that it is 12 orders of magnitude faster than SeqKrimp or BIDE,
giving results ’to go’ when in a hurry.

6.3 Classification Accuracy In order to measure
the predictive power of the sets of compressing patterns
we consider each of them as a feature set for learning
SVM classifiers. The Java implementation of the libsvm
2
library is chosen for our experiments because libsvm
has a useful default setting which automatically selects
optimal parameters for SVM classifiers. We have played
with different SVM classifiers in the libsvm library before ending up with linear SVM because it outperforms
the non-linear SVM classifiers in our specific datasets.
In order to have stable comparison results, 10-fold crossvalidation is performed with 4 runs. Single-event patterns are not filtered out as some of them are predictive
even they do not give any compression benefit.
There are two different approaches to create the
feature sets from the sets of compressing patterns. The
unsupervised feature set is selected by extracting the
Top-K patterns from the entire training data without
considering the class labels of the data records. On
the other hands, the supervised feature set is created
by first dividing the training data into partitions, each
of which contains only the training records belonging
to one class. Subsequently, the Top-K compressing
2 www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm/
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Figure 2: Classification accuracy of unsupervised feature selection when minsup is fixed and K is varied. Seqkrimp
and GoKrimp outperform BIDE (closed patterns)
patterns are extracted from each partition and merged
into a single set of features. In each of the following
subsections, the experimental results of every feature
sets created as aforementioned are discussed separately.
6.3.1 Unsupervised features When the class labels of the training data are completely available, we
may prefer supervised feature selection to unsupervised
one. This is actually the case in the six datasets used
in our experiments. However, it is important to keep in
mind that the inherent property of exploratory pattern
mining is that patterns are discovered in an unsupervised manner. Therefore, it is interesting to see how
predictive the sets of patterns are when they are discovered independently from class labels information.
Two parameters needed to-be set in our experiment.
The first one is the minimum support value minsup and
the second one is the maximum number of patterns K
used to create the feature sets. All three algorithms in
our experiments are dependent on K, while only two
of them including the SeqKrimp and BIDE algorithms
are sensitive to the value of minsup. We consider both
cases, by fixing one parameter and varying the other.
In the first experiment we fix minsup to the same value
we use in subsection 6.1 for each dataset and vary K.
The accuracy results in terms of the true classifi-

cation rates are plotted in Figure 2. We can see that
SeqKrimp and GoKrimp are both better than the BIDE
algorithm. They behave slightly differently depending
on K. In particular, GoKrimp is worse than SeqKrimp
for small K but becomes better than SeqKrimp for
larger K. This fact suggests that the patterns at the
very top positions in the Top-K list extracted by SeqKrimp are very predictive. However, the ones at the
below positions of the Top-K list are less predictive.
This result is consistent with the experiment in subsection 6.1 which suggests that there might be correlation
between compressibility and classification accuracy.
In Figure 3 we plot results of runs where K = 20
and minsup is varied. Since GoKrimp is independent
from minsup it is a straight line. We can see that SeqKrimp and GoKrimp are both better than BIDE algorithm. when minsup is set higher SeqKrimp outperforms GoKrimp. This is another advantage of GoKrimp
because it does not depend on minsup set the value for
which is not trivial in many applications.
In summary, for unsupervised feature selection, the
Krimp-based approaches outperform the approach using
closed sequential patterns. This shows that useful
patterns are found by using MDL-based approaches, in
line with prior research [1].
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Figure 3: Classification accuracy of unsupervised feature selection when minsup is varied and K = 20.
6.3.2 Supervised features In this subsection, we
repeat the experiments in subsection 6.3.1 with the
same parameter settings. The only difference between
this subsection and the prior one is that the training
data is split into partitions each of which corresponds
to one class. Subsequently, for each partition the TopK patterns are extracted and merged with the other
partition’s patterns to form a single feature set for
learning the SVM classifier.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 4
where the classification accuracy is plotted for six
datasets. Unlike the unsupervised feature selection case,
three algorithms behave very similarly here. A possible
explanation of this phenomenon is that the number
of features here is larger than the number of features
in the prior experiments, allowing SVM classifier to
be more accurate. Besides, the features extracted
by BIDE are no longer frequent across the class but
are frequent only in the each specific partition. As
a result, these patterns maybe more predictive than
the closed patterns extracted from the entire training
data. We also discover that for the unix and pioneer
dataset, frequent singletons are very predictive. This
may explain the reason why BIDE performs remarkably
well in these datasets.
The differences between the experimental results of
unsupervised and supervised features selection suggest

that compressing patterns are more appropriate for
applications in which unsupervised feature extraction
are required. In applications where supervised features
selection is possible, compressing patterns does not
provide much benefit in terms of predictive performance
compared to the traditional frequent patterns.
7 Related work
Mining useful patterns is an active and emerging research topic of data mining. Recent approaches can
be classified into three major categories: MDL-based
approaches, statistical approaches based on hypothesis
tests and information-theoretic approaches.
The second direction concerns with statistical hypothesis testing in which data must be assumed to follow
a user-defined null hypothesis. Subsequently, standard
statistical hypothesis testing is used to test the significance of patterns assuming that the data follows the
null hypothesis. If a pattern pass the test it is considered significant and interesting. For example, A. Gionis et al. [19, 30] use swap randomization to generate
random transactional data from the original data. The
significance of a given pattern is estimated on randomized data. A similar method is proposed for graph data
by S. Hanhijärvi et al. [21] and R. Milo et al. [20]. In
those works, random graphs with prescribed degree distribution are generated, and significance of a subgraph is
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Figure 4: Classification accuracy of supervised feature selection when minsup is fixed and K varied. Three
algorithms behave similarly, the significance of BIDE in pioneer and unix maybe due to the fact that singletons
are very predictive in these datasets
estimated on the set of random generated graphs. Similar approach has also been applied to find interesting
motifs in time-series data by N. Castro et al. [22].
A drawback of such approaches is that the null
hypothesis must be chosen explicitly by the users. This
task is not trivial in different types of data. Frequently,
the null hypothesis is too naive and does not fit the reallife data. As a result, all the patterns may pass the test
and be considered as significant.
Another alternative research direction looks for interesting sets of patterns without making any assumptions on the underlying data distribution. The approach
is based on the MDL principle: it searches for patterns
that compress the given data most. Examples of this
direction include the Krimp algorithm [1] and direct
mining descriptive patterns algorithm [29] for itemset
data and the algorithms for graph data [23, 24]. The
usefulness of compressing patterns was demonstrated in
various applications such as classification [1], components identifying [3] and change detection [4].
The idea of using data compression for data mining was first proposed by R. Cilibrasi et al. [28] for
data clustering problem. This idea was also explored
by Keogh et al. [26], who propose to use compressibility as a measure of distance between two sequences.

They empirically show that by using this measure for
classification problem, they are able to avoid setting
complicated parameters, which is not trivial in many
data mining tasks, while obtaining promising classification results. Another related work by C. Faloutsos et
al. [27] suggests that there is a connection between data
mining and Kolmogorov complexity. The connection is
explained informally there, this notion quickly becomes
the central idea of a lot of recent work on the same topic.
Our work is a continuation of this idea in the specific
context of sequence data. In particular, it focuses
on using the MDL principle to discover interesting
sequential patterns. To the best of our knowledge, the
MDL principle has not been applied before to sequence
data with the goal of finding compressing patterns. In
addition to that, our work provides an extra study
on the complexity of the MDL-based patterns mining
problem which is absent in many works on this topic.
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Conclusions and future work

In this work we have explored the mining of sequential
patterns that compress the data well utilizing to MDL
principle. A key contribution is our encoding scheme
targeted at sequence data. We have shown that mining the most compression pattern set is NP-Hard and

designed two algorithms to approach the problem. SeqKrimp is a candidate-based algorithm that turned out
to be sensitive to parameter settings and inefficient due
to the candidate generation phase. GoKrimp is an algorithm that directly looks for compressing patterns and
was shown to be effective and efficient. The experiments show that the most compressing patterns are less
redundant and better than the frequent closed patterns
as feature sets for SVM classifiers when both are obtained in an unsupervised setting. As for itemset data
it is likely that compression patterns are also useful for
other data mining tasks where class labels are unavailable or rare, such as change detection or outlier detection. Future work will include further improvements to
the mining algorithm using ideas from compression but
keeping the focus on usefulness for data mining.
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